1. You will be Installing 4 or 5 Dual-Lock™ discs to your well based on model.

Models 2060 and 6700 have 5 anchor points and model 2062 has four.

Hardware Set Included:

- Dual-Lock™ Disc
- Dual-Lock™ Pad
- Self Tapping Screw

Models 2060 and 6700:

1. Measure out from the foundation 7 1/2” and place a mark on both sides of the well. Then measure out 35” from the foundation and mark the location. The final Dual-Lock™ disc will be placed at the center front of the well (As Shown to Above)

Model 2062:

1. Measure out from the foundation 7” and place a mark on both sides of your well. Then measure out 32” and mark the location.

2. Models 2060 and 6700:

2. Using the provided self-tapping screws attach all the hardware for your cover. Be certain to attach the Dual-Lock™ in the center of the well wall.

3. Place your cover over the well. Use a marker to mark the location of the Dual-Lock™ disc. You will use this mark to attach the corresponding Dual-Lock™ pad to the underside of your cover. Clean the area under the cover before you adhere the Dual-Lock™ Pads

4. Once you have attached all four self-adhesive Dual-Lock™ pads to the underside of your cover place the cover over your well. Line up theDual-Lock’s™ and press down to secure the cover.

*NOTE: Cover must be at room temperature for adhesive to adhere properly*

CLEANING: Window well covers may be cleaned with a mild solution of window cleaner and a soft cloth. Do Not Use of harsh chemicals and scouring powders. For paint splatters use ALCOHOL ONLY. No paint thinners or solvents!